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sense  sensibility 
  “intellectual” “imaginative” 

sense  sensibility
 

 
. . .  the truth is that there was a congenital disproportion in the original composition of George 
Eliot’s talent.  t had two sides  intellectual and imaginative.  And they were inextricably 
connected.  The intellect was the engine which started the machinery of the imagination 
working.  But the engine was too powerful for the machine; it kept it at a strain at which it could 
not run smoothly and easily.  So that it never produced a wholly satisfactory work of art. 
(327-28) 

 
   (intellectual)  (imaginative) 

 
 
All the same  her achievement is a considerable one  more considerable than that of many more 
accomplished writers.  Middlemarch . . . rouses far deeper emotions  sets the mind far more 
seriously astir. (328) 

 

sense  sensibility ( ) 
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sense  sensibility
 “Fate” 

Dorothea Brooke

sense  sensibility
sense  

sensibility sense 
 sensibility

 
 

 
(sympathy) 

Marianne 
Dashwood Marvin Mudrick

 
 

e may be assured that everyone turns out to be prudently happy  with even a share of domestic 
satisfaction left for the villain illoughby . But we are not to be reconciled.  Marianne  the life 
and center of the novel [Sense and Sensibility  has been betrayed; and not by illoughby. ( 3) 

 

“Fate” 21
 

 

Roland Barthes “the very spectacle of meaning” (Barthes 138) 
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“Fate”

 

 (comedy of manners ) 

 (marriage 
plot) 

 
“criticism of life” (2 1)  (“Fate” 12)  

E. M. Forster “round ” (65) 

sensibility sensibility sense

 
 

 
sense  sensibility

sense Elinor Dashwood sensibility
sense  

sensibility
 

 
hen identical semes traverse the same proper name several times and appear to settle upon it  

a character is created.  Thus  the character is a product of combinations: the combination is 
relatively stable (denoted by the recurrence of the semes) and more or less complex (involving 
more or less congruent  more or less contradictory figures); this complexicy determines the 
character’s “personality”. (SZ 67) 
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sense  sensibility

76  
Celia Brooke Sense and Sensibility

counter parts

 
sense  sensibility

 “custom”  “passion” 
 (“. . . this reading will be filmed in slow 

motion.”) (Challenge 264)
 

 
. . . she was enarmoured of intensity and greatness  and rash in embracing whatever seemed to 
her to have those aspects; likely to seek martyrdom  to make retractations  and then to incur 
martyrdom after all in a quarter where she had not sought it. (8) 

 
(“martyrdom”

sensibility

sense sensibility

sense sensibility
sensibility

sense sensibility
 

 “passion” 
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 “passion” 
 

 
Certainly such elements in the character of marriageable girl tended to interfere with her lot  and 
hinder it from being decided according to custom  by good looks  vanity  and merely canine 
affection. (8) 

 

 “intellectual” 
 [ ] “custom” 

 “custom”  “good looks  vanity  
and merely canine affection”
“custom”  “custom” 

 

sense sensibility 
 

sense sensibility

“common-sense” “Dorothea is not always consistent.” 
(14) “consistency” (13) 

sense sensibility sense sensibility

 “common-sense” 

 
“Celia Brooke is as pretty a fool as any of Miss Austen’s.” (358) 

“decadence”  
“common-sense”  

 “greatness” 
 “custom”
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 “common-sense” 

 
 

 

sensibility
sensibility

sense  

 

 “fool”  
“fool” 

sense sensibility 

 
 

(Leavis 18-1 ) 
sense sensibility

sense  sensibility

 (“a great writer”)  (328) 

“Fate” 23 sense sensibility
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Notes 

 
“sense” “sensibility” 

“sense” “sensibility” “sense” “sensibility” 

 
 

“Fate” Anne Brontë

 
“Anne Brontë and Her Friedrich-like Romantic Drawing  oman gazing at a sunrise over a 
seascape’” presented at the 14th International conference for the British Association for Romantic 
Studies. Cardiff niversity  1  July 2015. 
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